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How t o  Handle a Woman, or 
Morgan at the Movies 
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Handling the characterization of Morgan Le Fay has proven as diacult 
to twentieth-centurv filmmake.rs as it has for almost all other Arthurian 
fictionists since her Leation by Geosey of Monmouth in his Vita MET- 
lini, That twelfth-century cleric presented a positive and even androg- 
ynous portrait of the pow& ruler of an island paradisial in its fecundity 
where-without the use of the male-associated plough-grow "grain and 
gapes, and apple trees . . . in its woods fion the close-clipped grass . . . and 
people live there a hundred years or more . .. [under] a pleasing set of 
laws," including "those who come ... f i e  our country" (Geofiey 85). 

Here, Morgan is a beautiful omniherbalist and healer, a shapeshifter 
able to "cleave the air like Daedalus" (a suggestive analogy) as well as 
teach "mathematics to her sistersn-none of the famous female-linked 
math block here. No wonder that Taliesin, relating the tale to Merlin, 
takes to Morgan his royal patient, the mortally wounded Arthur. Morgan 
receives them "with fitting honor," places the king in her own 'golden bed 
and with her own hand* uncovers "his honorable wound," which she 
assures his seer-companion can be cured if he stays with her 'for a long 
timen and makes use "of her healing art" (Geo&ey 85). 

This initial and (comparatively) full portrait is succeeded by brief but 
not hostile references in the work of the great French romancer, Chretien 
de Troyes, who emphasizes Morgan's healing power but also introduces for 
her a lover-a circumstance upon which the soignbe poet makes no com- 
ment, as nonjudgmental here as in the case of the liaison between Lance- 
lot and Guinevere which he apparently invented. But this twelfth-century 
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circumspection yields to besmirchment of Morgan's character in thir- 
teenth-century story. Her lover, Guiomar, who has now become a rela- 
tive of Guinevere's (or Arthur's, depending on the text), impregnates her, 
then renounces her at the behest of the queen. The embittered Morgan- 
Arthur's sister from the time of Chritien-is exiled from the court, bears 
her lover's son, and seeks out and seduces Merlin, using the skills the besot- 
ted seer teaches her to gain (or try to gain) ascendancy over those who 
have rejected her. 

In later French romances, Morgan uses her acquired sorcery to found 
her waZ sans retor, the magical air curtain which entraps passersby. No 
longer, notably, is her learning suigeneris-she has acquired it, first from 
Merlin and then, in the prose lEstoire de]Meriin and in Malory, &om a con- 
vent school (so much for the danger of educated women)-but her magic 
is reduced in scope as well, drugged wine or potion replacing irresistible 
mental spell, and iron bars the unseen but potent magic curtain. Her phys- 
ical beauty is, additionally, put in question: after her yielding of her body 
to the devil, from which she becomes only intermittently (and by spell) 
lovely, she is regularly ugly, hot (in medieval terms, oversexed) and brown 
of face, essentially a loathly lady (Merlin 166) and even owing any attrac- 
tiveness to cosmetics alone (Les Prophecies xcvi 941 a. Morgan becomes 
in the late Middle Ages the most notorious villain in Arthurian romance, 
seducing others into (potentially) evil actions (Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight); even when married, taking lovers freely (prose Lancelot du lac and 
Malory); plotting against Arthur as well as Guinevere with rigged chastity 
tests (prose Le Roman de Tristan and-especially-the Italian version of 
Tristan, La TavoZa Ritmrda, in which Morgan conspires to arrange extended 
magical "honeymoonsn for Tristan and Isolde as well as Lancelot and Guin- 
evere, all at the experfse of deceiving Arthur); entrapping as she can good 
knights she lusts after (not just Lancelot but the Cornish Aliiaunder le 
Orphelin (who vows to castrate himself rather than sleep with her); and 
committing repeated acts of high treason against her brother, the king. 

That villainy culminates in Malory's characterization of Morgan in 
his Le Morte Darthur. Important not only in its own right, as the definitive 
medieval narrative in English of the by now proliic Arthurian corpus, but 
also as the overwhelmingly influential source of the vast majority of mod- 
em (that is, nineteenth- and twentieth-century) retellings, this narrative 
has grandfathered a large proportion of the (since 1884) over two hundred 
novels, as well as poems, plays, children's stories, and-either directly from 
these, or from Malory himself-over two score Arthurian films. Not all 
of the latter include Morgan, and in most she is as marginal as in Le Morte 
itself, where her appearances are sporadic and her malice largely local. 

Maureen Fn'es 

Beyond the decision to include Le Fay in his work, the filmic auteur may 
choose to emphasize, rationalize, or ignore her magical nature; or he may 
choose to substitute in an appropriate narrative slot an (however con- 
fixed) analogous figure; or he may, following the lead of numerous fictional 
adapters, conflate her with another Arthurian female, usually either the 
Lady of the Lake or-the most usual novelistic conflatee-her sister Mor- 
gause. What follows is a selective look at some assorted movie Morgans 
and quasi-Morgans, with an extended consideration of the most impres- 
sive of these, the Excalibur Morgan (Morgana). 

Morgan suEers not just from the rationalization we might expect 
from the translation of a late medieval trope into nineteenth- and twen- 
tieth-century idiom but from a startling domestication in Mark Twain's 
often filmed-at least seven times-A Connecticut Yankee in KingArtbur3 
Court (1889). Here, any power Morgan has results from her feudal status: 
as a particularly cruel seigneur-seigneuse?-and one of the prime targets 
of Twain's bitter satire on medieval morals and customs, she is reduced to 
"Mrs. Le Fay," a wanton murderer of innocent servants and (in a Victo- 
rian variant of medieval misogyny) henpecker of her husband Uriens. 

Even h t h e r  reduction of Morgan's otherworldly powers and ambi- 
ance appears in the two most notable screen Yankees, David Butler's (1931) 
and Tay Garnett's (1949). In the latter she is little more than a malicious 
gossip, only a bystander to events fairly faithfd to Twain's novel, although 
with some bowdlerization to suit the squeaky-clean image of a singularly 
miscast Bing Crosby. But the 1931 fiJm, aptly described by Videohound3 
Golden Movie Retriewer (1995) as "charming, if somewhat datedn (293), 
offers a drastically revised plot and dialogue sometimes distressingly full 
of contemporary and Babbitish humor designed to fit its star Wi Rogers' 
persona. All this is mitigated, at least for this viewer, by Myrna Loy's per- 
formance as Morgan, sprightly and very sexy as was more possible in the 
days before the puritanical movie code than for some time after. She has, 
moreover, an integral rather than a marginalized part to play, not only at 
her brother's court but as ambitious ruler of her own separate kingdom 
and would-be annexer of his. 

This desire for dominance appears first in the movie's front frame, 
involving Rogers' attempt to deliver a radio part to an almost ludicrously 
sinister mansion, where Loy is the tyrannical aunt of a beautiful young 

I girl (Maureen O'Sullivan), who in the requisite dream of the Yankee 
becomes Arthur's daughter, Alisande (the name but not the identity is 
from Twain) and, along with her commoner sweetheart (Emile de Poulet, 
rechristened Clarence by the Yankee), the love interest replacing Lancelot 
and Guinevere. In the dream, a disguised Morgan comes to Camelot to 
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such an image involves alienation, an identification "with something . . . 
by definition, IMAGINARY and OTHER [sic]." This identification pro- 
duces "transitivism . .. [the child's] characteristic combination of identi- 
fication and aggression": "The child who strikes another claims to have 
been struck, the child who sees another fall bursts into tears," laying the 
foundation for "the identification of slave with master, of seducer with 
seduced" (Macey 346). Such an identification, such a double process, lies 
at the heart of Boormads movie, in which Morgana is never a free observer : 
but captive by what she sees (or mis-sees): herselfa picture, she at the same , 

time becomes the object of sight for the gaze of the filmgoer. 
For Morgana, Boorman invents a brief but telling enfance, or meaning- 

ful childhood. We first see her as a hypersensitive chid of perhaps seven 
(significantly the age of reason), gifted with the Celtic sight, a sixth sense 
allowing her to intuit presciently the moment of her father's death. Unlike 
Boorman's Igrayne (Ygraine)-the mother with whom, at this stage, shii 
most identifies (in Lacan's terms the mirror "equivalent")-she is unde- 
ceived by Uther, repeating her previous assertion, "My father is dead," 
she fixes the disguised Uther with a gaze as baleful as his own. As the king, 
ignoring her, seizes and roughly takes her mother in a rapist's embrace, 
she solemnly and almost dispassionately surveys the scene, just as when, 
her father's corpse returned to his usurped family, she solemnly performs 
the service of closing his eyes. Uther complains at Igrayne's childbed with 
Arthur, "she watches me with her father's eyes!" Verbally as well as visu- 
ally she assesses Merlin as he takes the infant Arthur away: "Are you the 
mother and the father of the baby now, Merlin?" 

Meeting the now grown Morgana in the woods at Arthur's a1 fresco 
wedding, Merlin echoes Uther's earlier comment: "You have your father's 
eyes!" Her response reminds him that both of them are supranatural, as 
she asserts their kinship as magic creatures and asks if he will teach her 
his craft. At the moment when he embraces her, Boorman shows us Arthur 
and Guinevere also embracing as their wedding concludes-a visual coun- 
terpointing of two ultimately treasonous relationships, a mirroring which 
will produce further tragic intersections. This tragic potential is furthered 
by Morgana's encouragement of a distorted view of arguably innocent or 
neutral events such as her encouragement of Guinevere to notice Lancelot 
publicly, or her urging on a drunken Gawain a condemnation of the lovers' 
relationship as adulterous before the assembled Table Round. The latter 
event immediately  recedes Morgana's victory over Merlin, which will 
eventually become a victory over Arthur. Having decided to leave a court 
and a world to which he no longer belongs, the seer taunts Arthur's step- 
sister about the littleness of her skills: "bat wings, snake skins!" and-in 
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braggadocio?-shows her a Lancelot and Guinevere, lovers for the first 
time, naked in the forest as Arthur approaches. As the latter thrusts Excal- 
ibur between the sleeping lovers, Morgana superimposes the image of her 
mother and Uther over their figures, while Merlin with his staff tries to 
pronounce her destruction: "I consign you to oblivion!" But his spell fails, 
leading to the loss of Excalibur-now seen as impaling Merlin, and so 
conhsing the old man that he is easy prey for Morgana. Entrapping him 
by the same spell he used to deceive her mother's sight, which she 
announces she is taking from him, and taunting his impotence as that of 
a fool, as nothing, as no man, she vows as she entombs him to "find a man 
and give birth to a god!" 

That man, of eourse, is Arthur, that "god" Mordred. Enchanting 
Arthur's gaze, she makes him believe she is Guinevere (a nice spin on the 
traditional trope which makes Lancelot perceive Elaine as Guinevere). To 
his horror as Arthur regains his senses after their sexual intercourse and 
perceives her rightly, she responds, "I could kill you, brother, but I want 
you to live, to see our son be king!" As Morgana gives birth to Mordred 
under a lightning-filled sky (one thinks of Frankenstein's beginning), she 
herself-in an anatomically bizarre, indeed impossible feat-pulls the 
child from her own womb. That same lightning turns Arthur into the 
Wasteland King, with whom he is thus conflated, leading into Boorman's 
unique and desacralizing version of the Grail Quest. 

The brilliant montage with which he precedes and accompanies that 
Quest shows Morgana's raising of Mordred as avenger of the funily feud 
and putative Round Table destroyer. His sole effective opponent is Perce- 
val, here restored to his original role as Grail hero. Perceval's first partial 
and then full sight of the icon-and providential escape from the horri- 
ble deaths imposed by Mordred and his followers which doom his fellows 
to hanging, exposure, and, in the most gruesome of the many unspeakable 
images of this segment, eye-pecking by vultures (the ultimate loss of the 
power of the gaze?)-enables him to achieve the vessel and return it, along 
with its contents, to his king, whose image rather than Christ's he has seen 
and recognized as savior. With the subsequent return of Excalibur by a 
Guinevere who has been guarding it for him, Arthur-revitalized-calls 
back to quotidian life an equally restored Merlin. 

In a capacity never before-to my knowledge-suggested in Arthurian 
story, Merlin now serves as the destroyer of Morgana, who either in her 
own person or that of her avatar, the Lady of the Lake, has traditionally 
bested him. As earlier, Boorman's effects center around the problematic 
nature of the gaze. Invisible in the camp of a Mordred now preparing a decis- 
ive stroke against Arthur, Merlin seeks out Morgana, who, in her command 






